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L2/20-106
Title: Unihan Ad Hoc Recommendations for UTC #163 Meeting
Author: Ken Lunde & Unihan Ad Hoc
Date: 2020-04-15

This document provides the Unihan Ad Hoc recommendations for UTC #163 based on a meet-
ing that took place from 6 to 9PM PDT on 2020-04-10, which was attended by Eiso Chan, Lee 
Collins, John Jenkins, Ken Lunde, William Nelson, and Ben Yang via Zoom. John Jenkins and 
Ken Lunde co-chaired the meeting.

The Unihan Ad Hoc reviewed public feedback and documents that were received since UTC 
#162 or were otherwise unable to be reviewed during that meeting. Comments are marked in 
green, and Recommendations to the UTC are marked in red.

1) UAX #45 / UTC-Source Public Feedback
The USourceData-changes-20200410.txt (PDF attachment) file includes the changes that were 
proposed in the following three items of public feedback that were discussed by the ad hoc, 
along with additional proposed changes that have accumulated since Unicode Version 13.0 
was released:

Date/Time: Wed Feb 19 02:51:51 CST 2020
Name: Eiso Chan
Report Type: Error Report
Opt Subject: Corrections for UAX #45

In the current USourceData file, the data for UTC-00550 is shown as below.
UTC-00550;UTC-02637;;30.11;0206.201;⿰口笪;kCheungBauerIndex 375.06;
However, UTC-02637 has been updated to UK-02637, so Field 1 should be updated to UK-02637 
correspondingly as below.
UTC-00550;UK-02637;;30.11;0206.201;⿰口笪;kCheungBauerIndex 375.06;

Comments: This is clearly a clerical error, and should be fixed.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this feedback, and as-
sign an Action Item to John Jenkins to update USourceData.txt to change the second field of 
UTC-00550 from UTC-02637 to UK-02637 per Eiso Chan’s feedback, for Unicode Version 14.0. 
See USourceData-changes-20200410.txt (PDF attachment).

Date/Time: Wed Feb 19 05:38:12 CST 2020
Name: Eiso Chan
Report Type: Error Report
Opt Subject: Corrections for UAX #45

The data for UTC-00749 should be updated as below.
UTC-00749;UK-02870;;157.9;1230.291;⿰⻊某;kCheungBauerIndex 463.06;
UTC-00749 and UK-02870 are duplicates.

https://zoom.us/
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Comments: This is clearly an error, and should be fixed. UK-02870 is encoded in Extension G as 
U+30E1C, which is already reflected in its USourceData.txt entry. In addition, the first IDS com-
ponent is currently U+2ECA ⻊ CJK RADICAL FOOT, and should be changed to U+27FB7 ⻊. The 
following additional UTC-Source ideographs require the same change to the same IDS com-
ponent: UTC-00051, UTC-00109, UTC-00248, UTC-00383, UTC-00748, UTC-00749, UTC-00750, 
UTC-00751, UTC-00752, UTC-00753, UTC-00754, and UTC-00810.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this feedback, and as-
sign an Action Item to John Jenkins to update USourceData.txt to change the second field 
of UTC-00749 from W to UK-02870 per Eiso Chan’s feedback, and to change the IDS compo-
nent U+2ECA ⻊ CJK RADICAL FOOT to U+27FB7 ⻊ in the IDSes for UTC-00051, UTC-00109, 
UTC-00248, UTC-00383, UTC-00748, UTC-00749, UTC-00750, UTC-00751, UTC-00752, UTC-00753, 
UTC-00754, and UTC-00810, for Unicode Version 14.0. See USourceData-changes-20200410.txt 
(PDF attachment).

Date/Time: Fri Mar 6 05:52:34 CST 2020
Name: Eiso Chan
Report Type: Error Report
Opt Subject: IDSes for UTC-00475 and UTC-00476 in UAX #45

The IDSes for UTC-00475 and UTC-00476 should be updated as below,
UTC-00475;V;U+947D;167.15;1326.121;⿰金⿱⿰夬夬貝;kLau 1580;
UTC-00476;U;U+947D;167.17;1327.051;⿰金⿱⿰失失貝;kLau 1581;

Comments: These are clearly errors, and should be fixed. For reference, the current IDSes for 
UTC-00475 and UTC-00476 are ⿰醒⿱⿰夬夬貝 and ⿰醒⿱⿰失失貝, respectively, and do 
not match their representative glyphs as shown in USourceGlyphs.pdf.

Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this feedback, and as-
sign an Action Item to John Jenkins to update USourceData.txt to change the IDSes for 
UTC-00457 and UTC-00476 per Eiso Chan’s feedback, for Unicode Version 14.0. See 
USourceData-changes-20200410.txt (PDF attachment).
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2) UAX #45 / UTC-Source Documents

L2/20-073: Evidence for four U-source ideographs

Comments: This document provides evidence for the following UTC-Source ideographs: 
UTC-00258, UTC-00281, UTC-00536, and UTC-00609. This evidence makes it possible for the 
UTC to consider including these four UTC-Source ideographs in its submission to the next IRG 
working set. The evidence images have already been uploaded to the Google Drive folder for 
IRG Working Set 2020 evidence images.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC thank William Nelson for gather-
ing the evidence for these four existing UTC-Source ideographs, and for uploading them to the 
Google Drive folder for IRG Working Set 2020 evidence images.

L2/20-074: Proposal to add four characters to the U-source ideographs

Comments: This document proposes that four ideographs be added to UAX #45 as new UTC-
Source ideographs, and provides sufficient metadata and evidence. Alexander Zapryagaev, who 
provided feedback to the ad hoc prior to the meeting, noted that misc-amanohashidate-itaiji-001 
and misc-amanohashidate are variants of the fourth ideograph in the proposal. There was 
general agreement that the former is a non-unifiable variant, and that the latter is a unifiable 
variant.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept these four new UTC-
Source ideographs as UTC-03211, UTC-03212, UTC-03213, and UTC-03214 with a UAX #45 
status value of N, and assign an Action Item to John Jenkins to add the appropriate entries 
to USourceData.txt and their representative glyphs to USourceGlyphs.pdf, for Unicode Version 
14.0. See USourceData-additions-20200410.txt (PDF attachment). The ad hoc further recom-
mends that the UTC convey to Alexander Zapryagaev a suggestion to prepare and submit 
a proposal to add the ideographs that correspond to misc-amanohashidate-itaiji-001 and 
misc-amanohashidate to UAX #45.

L2/20-093: Proposal to Add Four UTC-Source Ideographs to UAX #45

Comments: This document proposes that four ideographs be added to UAX #45 as new UTC-
Source ideographs, and provides sufficient metadata, though additional evidence may be 
necessary to submit them to the IRG in a future working set.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept these four new UTC-
Source ideographs as UTC-03215, UTC-03216, UTC-03217, and UTC-03218 with a UAX #45 
status value of N, and assign an Action Item to John Jenkins to add the appropriate entries 
to USourceData.txt and their representative glyphs to USourceGlyphs.pdf, for Unicode Version 
14.0. See USourceData-additions-20200410.txt (PDF attachment).

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20073-evidence-4-ideographs.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20074-four-u-source-ideographs.pdf
http://glyphwiki.org/wiki/misc-amanohashidate-itaiji-001
http://glyphwiki.org/wiki/misc-amanohashidate
http://glyphwiki.org/wiki/misc-amanohashidate-itaiji-001
http://glyphwiki.org/wiki/misc-amanohashidate
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20093-uax45-adds.pdf
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L2/20-096: Proposed Addition to UAX #45

Comments: This document proposes that an ideograph be added to UAX #45 as a new UTC-
Source ideograph, and provides sufficient metadata and evidence.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this new UTC-Source ideo-
graph as UTC-03219 with a UAX #45 status value of N, and assign an Action Item to John 
Jenkins to add the appropriate entry to USourceData.txt and its representative glyph to 
USourceGlyphs.pdf, for Unicode Version 14.0. See USourceData-additions-20200410.txt (PDF 
attachment).

3) UAX #38 / Unihan Database Public Feedback
The Unihan-changes-20200410.txt (PDF attachment) file includes the changes that were pro-
posed in the following three items of public feedback were discussed by the ad hoc, along with 
additional proposed changes that have accumulated since Unicode Version 13.0 was released:

Date/Time: Mon Feb 17 07:38:13 CST 2020
Name: Eiso Chan
Report Type: Error Report
Opt Subject: Radical for U+80E7 胧

The current radical for U+80E7 胧 is #130, but it’s G-Source reference value is G0-6B4A, that 
means it’s the simplified variant form of U+6727 朧 which the G-Source reference value is G1-
6B4A and the radical is #74, not U+268AB. Is it better to update the radical for U+80E7 胧 to #74?

Comments: It is apparent that the radical for U+80E7 胧 should be #74 based on the fact that 
the radical for its traditional form, U+6727 朧, is #74.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this feedback, and assign 
an Action Item to John Jenkins and Michel Suignard to update the Unihan Database to change 
the kRSUnicode property value for U+80E7 胧 from 130.5 to 74.5 per Eiso Chan’s feedback, for 
Unicode version 14.0. See Unihan-changes-20200410.txt (PDF attachment).

Date/Time: Mon Feb 17 07:38:54 CST 2020
Name: Eiso Chan
Report Type: Error Report
Opt Subject: Radical for U+4E80 亀

The current radical for U+4E80 亀 is #5, and in ISO/IEC DIS 10646-1.2:1992, the references are 
T:E-396C and J:0-3535, and there is also the EACC source, 2D632D, in Unicode 1.0. It’s the vari-
ant of U+9F9C 龜. Could we add the second radical as #213 under U+4E80 亀? Cf.
https://mojikiban.ipa.go.jp/search/detail/MJ006424 
Notice that the radical for U+2A6C9 is #213, U+2A6C9 and U+4E80 亀 are similar.

Comments: It is apparent that the radical for U+4E80 亀 should be #213 based on the fact that 
it is Japan’s simplified form of U+9F9C 龜, which represents Radical #213 itself. In this particu-
lar case, it is better to add a new kRSUnicode property value to U+4E80 亀.

 http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20096-uax45-adds.pdf
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Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this feedback, and assign 
an Action Item to John Jenkins and Michel Suignard to update the Unihan Database to add 
213.0 as a second kRSUnicode property value for U+4E80 亀 per Eiso Chan’s feedback, for Uni-
code Version 14.0. See Unihan-changes-20200410.txt (PDF attachment).

Date/Time: Mon Feb 17 11:34:50 CST 2020
Name: Lee Collins
Report Type: Public Review Issue
Opt Subject: Wrong Japanese reading in Unihan

U+5807 shows the Kun reading “Sumire”. This is no doubt a mistake for the similar but different 
character U+83EB. The respective DKWZ codes are 05212 and 31207. U+5807 should have the 
Kun readings NEBATUTI, NURU, WAZUKA, etc.
The On readings are KIN and GON

Comments: Per Japan’s Moji Jōhō Kiban Database entry for U+5807 堇, MJ009128, its 
kJapaneseKun property value should be changed to NURU NEBATSUCHI WAZUKA, and KON 
and GON should be added to its kJapaneseOn property value. The ad hoc also noted that this 
particular ideograph does not have a kIRG_JSource property value, but is included in Japan’s 
Moji Jōhō Kiban Database.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this feedback, and assign 
an Action Item to John Jenkins to update the Unihan Database to change the kJapaneseKun 
property value of U+5807 堇 from SUMIRE to NURU NEBATSUCHI WAZUKA, and to add KON 
and GON to its kJapaneseOn property value, per Lee Collins’ feedback and Japan’s Moji Jōhō 
Kiban Database, for Unicode Version 14.0. See Unihan-changes-20200410.txt (PDF attachment).

4) UAX #38 / Unihan Database Documents

L2/20-059: Proposal for new provisional Unihan Database property: kStrange

Comments: The ad hoc was completely in favor of this new new provisional Unihan property, 
kStrange, with the understand that it is expected to grow over time as new CJK Unified Ideo-
graph blocks are standardized, to include adding new categories to the current set of 12 and 
discovering new kStrange candidates that are still lurking in the existing CJK Unified Ideo-
graphs blocks.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept kStrange as a new provi-
sional Unihan property, and assign an Action Item to John Jenkins to add kStrange as a new 
provisional Unihan property, and to update the Unihan Database and UAX #38 per L2/20-059, 
for Unicode Version 14.0. The property data, along with the information that is necessary to 
update UAX #38, are provided in L2/20-059 as a PDF attachment. If accepted, there are addi-
tional Action Items due to the fact that this is a new property. The ad hoc further recommends 
that the UTC assign an Action Item to Ken Lunde to produce a draft of a new UTN (Unicode 
Technical Note) that documents this property, if accepted.

https://mojikiban.ipa.go.jp/search/detail/MJ009128
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20059-unihan-kstrange-update.pdf
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L2/20-077: Syntax regular expression issues in UAX #38

Comments: This Syntax (aka regular expression errors for the kIRG_GSource, kIRG_HSource, 
and kIRG_TSource properties as noted in this proposal were confirmed, and should be fixed.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this feedback, and assign 
an Action Item to John Jenkins to update the Syntax fields of the kIRG_GSource, kIRG_HSource, 
and kIRG_TSource properties in UAX #38 per L2/20-077, for Unicode Version 14.0.

L2/20-082: Proposal to update kHangul and kKoreanName

Comments: The ad hoc agreed with this proposal to adjust the kHangul and kKoreanName 
properties, but a minor adjustment is required to account for the fact that U+39B3 㦳 (K3-2623) 
is a known and genuine duplicate of U+363D 㦳 (K3-2321). Given that the KS standard in which 
these two ideographs appear, KS X 1027-2:2011, provides no reading information, and instead 
sorts the two ideographs according to two different radicals—Radical #32 土 for U+363D 㦳 
(K3-2321) and Radical #62 戈 for U+39B3 㦳 (K3-2623)—it is not possible to objectively prefer 
one over the other, other than to select the one that appears first in the CJK Unified Ideo-
graphs Extension A block. Annotated excerpts from the KS X 1027-2:2011 standard, which show 
how U+363D 㦳 (K3-2321 and U+39B3 㦳 (K3-2623) are sorted according to radical/strokes, are 
shown below:

The ad hoc therefore concluded that both ideographs should be covered by these two proper-
ties.

Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC respond to the proposal author 
to recommend adjusting the proposal to include U+39B3 㦳 per the ad hoc comments, along 
with updating the Syntax and Description fields for the kKoreanName property, then resubmit.

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20077-syntax-uax38.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20082-update-korean.pdf
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L2/20-094: ⿰魚夲 and ⿰魚本 should be separated

Comments: The ad hoc noted that 夲 and 本 are known unifiable components that are docu-
mented by the IRG as UCV (Unifiable Component Variations) #126 (see IRG N2387), which there-
fore means that U+4C41 䱁 should not be disunified unless the two forms are non-cognate, 
which they are not per L2/20-094. Furthermore, U+4C41 䱁 serves as an example unified ideo-
graph in UCV #126 that is shown below:

Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC repond to the proposal author 
to point out that 夲 and 本 are considered unified components per IRG’s UCV #126, and that 
U+4C41 䱁 shall therefore not be disunified.

L2/20-097: Proposed kMandarin Values

Comments: This document proposes to add kMandarin property values to one CJK Compat-
ibility Ideograph and 35 CJK Unified Ideographs. No issues were found in this proposal.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC assign an Action Item to CLDR to 
check the proposed kMandarin property values then report back to the UTC.

L2/20-111 (aka WG2 N5129): Proposal of China’s horizontal extension for techni-
cal used characters

Comments: The WG2 Convenor, Michel Suignard, requested that this WG2 document be dis-
cussed during the ad hoc meeting. The ad hoc didn’t find any issues with this particular pro-
posal, other than the declared kRSUnicode property values for U+943D 鐽 and U+28B4E 𨭎, 
167.12 and 167.13, respectively, being incorrect. Their current kRSUnicode values, 167.13 and 
167.12, respectively, as reflected in the Unihan Database of Unicode Version 13.0 are correct. 
This minor deficiency doesn’t affect the acceptance of this proposal, because providing prop-
erty values for existing ideographs was not necessary.

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20094-separating-4c41.pdf
https://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irgwds.html
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20097-proposed-kmandarin.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20111-n5129-horiz-ext.pdf
http://unicode.org/wg2/docs/n5129-ProposalofChinaHorizontalExtensionforTechnicalUsedCharacters.pdf
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Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this horizontal extension, 
and assign an Action Item to John Jenkins and Michel Suignard to update the Unihan Data-
base to change three existing kIRG_GSource property values and add 20 new kIRG_GSource 
property values per L2/20-111, for Unicode Version 14.0. See Unihan-additions-20200410.txt 
and Unihan-changes-20200410.txt (PDF attachments).

L2/20-112: Proposal to Disunify U+5F50
The following are three related/background documents:

L2/20-098: Proposal to De-Unify One Obsolete Simplified Chinese Character

L2/20-099: Discussion on IRGN2414 among Woo Chi Chung, William Nelson and 
John Jenkins on Slack

L2/20-100: IRGN2414 Feedback From China

Comments: This document proposes to disunify U+5F50 彐 by requesting that China and Viet-
nam change its representative glyphs for U+5F50 彐, and to encode at the end of the URO the 
disunified form, 彐, with G-, V-, and UTC-Source source references.

While there was overall agreement in the ad hoc that U+5F50 彐 deserves to be disunified, 
it was not clear whether it should be disunified into two (彐 and 彐/⺕ as a unifiable pair) or 
three (彐, 彐, and ⺕) ideographs. William Nelson expressed interest in working with the pro-
posal author to prepare a revised proposal.

Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC provide the ad hoc comments to 
the proposal author, and further recommend that he should consider collaborating with Wil-
liam Nelson to prepare a revised proposal that takes into account the ad hoc comments.

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20112-disunify-5f50.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20098-irgn2414-one-char-deunify.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20099-irgn2414-discuss.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20100-irgn2414-china-fdbk.pdf
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5) NamesList.txt Feedback

L2/20-079: Updates for 13 pieces of code charts information in CJK Compatibil-
ity Ideographs Supplement block

Comments: This document proposes to add related CJK Unified Ideographs to 13 CJK Com-
patibility Ideographs. No issues were found in this proposal.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this proposal, and assign 
an Action Item to Ken Whistler to update NamesList.txt to add the related CJK Unified Ideo-
graphs to the 13 CJK Compatibility ideographs per L2/20-079, for Unicode Version 14.0. See 
NamesList-additions-20200410.txt (PDF attachment).

6) IRG Working Set 2020 Submission Deadline

Comments: The IRG Convenor, Dr. Lu, indicated earlier this year that the deadline for member 
bodies to submit ideographs for IRG Working Set 2020 is 2020-07-17. However, in light of the 
worldwide COVID-19 situation, some IRG experts have expressed an inability to access the 
necessary references in their offices or libraries due to regional restrictions. In light of this fact, 
along with the necessity to cancel IRG #54 altogether, it seems prudent that the IRG Working 
Set 2020 submission deadline be postponed until at least early 2021.

Experts are in the process of assembling the repertoire of nearly 150 UTC-Source ideographs 
that are expected to be included in the UTC’s submission for IRG Working Set 2020.

Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC recommend to the IRG Convenor 
that the deadline for IRG Working Set 2020 submissions be postponed for at least six months 
in light of the worldwide COVID-19 situation, and that the new working set be redesignated as 
IRG Working Set 2021. Full attention should therefore be given to finalizing IRG Working Set 
2017 for possible inclusion in Unicode Version 14.0 (September 2021).

7) Other Unihan-related Documents

L2/20-058: Proposal to change the code chart font for 21 blocks in Unicode Ver-
sion 14.0

Comments: The ad hoc was fully in favor of this particular proposal, and understands its ben-
efits as outlined in the proposal, such as design consistency and streamlining the number of 
fonts used for code chart production. Alexander Zapryagaev, who provided feedback to the 
ad hoc prior to the meeting, suggested that four characters in the “Ideographic Symbols and 
Punctuation” block—U+16FE2 OLD CHINESE HOOK MARK, U+16FE3 OLD CHINESE ITERATION 
MARK, U+16FF0 VIETNAMESE ALTERNATE READING MARK CA, and U+16FF1 VIETNAMESE 
ALTERNATE READING MARK NHAY—be included with the scope of this proposal. While it may 
make sense to eventually cover the characters in this block, especially as it grows, there ap-
pears to be no compelling reason to do so at this time.

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20079-cjk-comp-supp-upd.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20058-cjk-symbols-proposal-upd.pdf
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Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this proposal, and assign 
an Action Item to the code chart editors to integrate into the code chart production process 
the font provided in L2/20-058, for Unicode Version 14.0.

L2/20-080: Proposal to remove the UCS2003 representative glyphs from the Ex-
tension B code charts—Redux

Comments: The ad hoc was fully in favor of this particular proposal, and understands its ben-
efits as outlined in its pages. The presence of the UCS2003 representative glyphs in the CJK 
Unified Ideographs Extension B code chart has long been a source of confusion for developers 
and experts alike.
Recommendations: The ad hoc recommends that the UTC accept this proposal, and assign 
an Action Item to the code chart editors to remove the UCS2003 representative glyphs from 
the CJK Unified Ideographs Extension B code chart, and to produce an archival CJK Unified 
Ideographs Extension B code chart that includes only the UCS2003 representative glyphs, for 
Unicode Version 14.0.

That is all.

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20080-remove-ucs2003-ext-b.pdf
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		# NamesList.txt changes per L2/20-079

		

		2F82C		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F82C

				x 20984

		2F83B		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F83B

				x 4DB8

		2F860		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F860

				x 216A7

		2F874		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F874

				x 22450

		2F878		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F878

				x 4DB9

		2F8F0		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8F0

				x 4DBE

		2F8FD		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8FD

				x 2DC09

		2F905		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F905

				x 23D40

		2F90E		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F90E

				x 23F1C

		2F91C		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F91C

				x 242B3

		2F927		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F927

				x 2AEC5

		2F943		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F943

				x 2511A

		2F94B		CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F94B

				x 25271

		

		# EOF




		# Unihan Changes

		#

		# URO

		U+4E80		kRSUnicode		5.10 213.0

		U+5807		kJapaneseKun		NURU NEBATSUCHI WAZUKA

		U+5807		kJapaneseOn		KIN KON GON

		U+6589		kRSUnicode		67.4 210.0

		U+6B6F		kRSUnicode		77.8 211.0

		U+7ADC		kRSUnicode		117.5 212.0

		U+80E7		kRSUnicode		74.5

		U+925D		kIRG_GSource		GKJ-00183

		U+943D		kIRG_GSource		GKJ-00181

		U+946A		kIRG_GSource		GKJ-00184

		# Extension B

		U+203A4		kRSUnicode		90.12 214.-3

		U+21676		kRSUnicode		37.11 212.4

		U+23BE1		kRSUnicode		82.10 212.4

		U+2412F		kRSUnicode		85.18 212.11

		U+25269		kRSUnicode		109.10 212.5

		U+25A9D		kRSUnicode		117.9 212.4

		U+25A9E		kRSUnicode		117.9 212.4

		# Extension C

		U+2A95B		kRSUnicode		37.10 212.3

		U+2AC6F		kRSUnicode		74.17 212.11

		U+2ADF9		kRSUnicode		85.15 212.8

		U+2AF5E		kRSUnicode		102.10 212.5

		U+2AFC1		kRSUnicode		109.14 212.9

		U+2B3FD		kRSUnicode		159.10 212.7

		# Extension D

		U+2B809		kRSUnicode		187.-3

		U+2B809		kTotalStrokes		7

		U+2B813		kRSUnicode		196.-3

		U+2B813		kTotalStrokes		8

		U+2B81A		kRSUnicode		211.5

		# Extension E

		U+2C099		kRSUnicode		74.17 212.11

		U+2C514		kRSUnicode		116.13 212.8

		# Extension F

		U+2CF09		kRSUnicode		4.5 121.-1

		U+2E13F		kRSUnicode		117.25 212.20

		# EOF




# Unihan Additions
#
# Extension A
U+3917	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00105
# Extension B
U+23E38	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00075
U+250AD	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00165
U+25677	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00108
U+25BBE	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00064
U+2897E	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00176
U+289C0	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00182
U+28A0F	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00180
U+28B4E	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00185
U+29BA9	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00103
U+29BED	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00104
# Extension C
U+2ACA8	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00063
U+2B25C	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00117
# Extension D
U+2B790	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00100
U+2B7D2	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00112
# Extension F
U+2D156	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00102
U+2D654	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00107
U+2D7B9	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00097
U+2DA03	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00118
U+2E2AC	kIRG_GSource	GKJ-00174
# EOF



# UAX #45 USourceData.txt Changes
#
# Current (Version 13.0):
UTC-00051;C;U+2B3CB;157.6;1226.091;⿰⻊乔;ABC2;
UTC-00109;W;;157.8;1227.091;⿰⻊夆;kMatthews 5046;
UTC-00120;Comp;U+2F878;45.0;0304.130;〾屮;DYC 021.310;
UTC-00248;C;U+2B3CE;157.7;1227.091;⿰⻊𣧄;kSBGY 485.50;
UTC-00328;X;;30.12;0211.121;⿰口隘;kCowles 15*kMeyerWempe 11*kCheungBauerIndex 383.06;
UTC-00383;E;U+2C9DF;157.20;1236.431;⿰⻊囊;kMeyerWempe 2117*kCowles 2942;
UTC-00394;X;;64.13;0459.201;⿰扌劈;kMeyerWempe 2339*kCowles 3476;
UTC-00398;X;;86.15;0686.271;⿰火𧛱;kMeyerWempe 2403*kCowles 3326*kCheungBauerIndex 438.02;
UTC-00418;W;;64.13;0459.201;⿰扌頓;kCowles 4331*kMeyerWempe 3012;
UTC-00427;X;;30.15;0213.171;⿰口蕉;kCowles 4582*kMeyerWempe 3397;
UTC-00434;N;;118.9;0893.291;⿱竹咼;kCowles 5055*kMeyerWempe 3772;
UTC-00450;X;;142.13;1100.321;⿰虫琴;kCowles 1915*kMeyerWempe 1026;
UTC-00455;X;;30.11;0206.201;⿰口掹;kCowles 2632*kMeyerWempe 1787*kCheungBauerIndex 377.09;
UTC-00470;W;;64.16;0462.461;⿰扌篤;kLau 620*kCheungBauerIndex 427.05;
UTC-00475;V;U+947D;167.15;1326.121;⿰醒⿱⿰夬夬貝;kLau 1580;
UTC-00476;U;U+947D;167.17;1327.051;⿰醒⿱⿰失失貝;kLau 1581;
UTC-00544;W;;30.10;0204.111;⿰口孭;kCheungBauerIndex 374.01;
UTC-00550;UTC-02637;;30.11;0206.201;⿰口笪;kCheungBauerIndex 375.06;
UTC-00610;N;;32.8;0232.181;⿰土歩;kCheungBauerIndex 396.02;
UTC-00748;E;U+2C9B2;157.7;1227.091;⿰⻊車;kCheungBauerIndex 462.10;
UTC-00749;W;;157.9;1230.291;⿰⻊某;kCheungBauerIndex 463.06;
UTC-00750;E;U+2C9C4;157.10;1231.301;⿰⻊貢;kCheungBauerIndex 463.09;
UTC-00751;E;U+2C9CD;157.11;1232.441;⿰⻊笛;kCheungBauerIndex 463.12;
UTC-00752;E;U+2C9CE;157.11;1232.441;⿰⻊竟;kCheungBauerIndex 464.01;
UTC-00753;E;U+2C9CA;157.11;1232.441;⿰⻊勒;kCheungBauerIndex 464.02;
UTC-00754;E;U+2C9DD;157.20;1236.431;⿰⻊罌;kCheungBauerIndex 465.05;
UTC-00784;N;;30.5;0185.211;⿰口术;kCheungBauerIndex 351.09;
UTC-00810;W;;157.0;;⻊;WL EF76;
UTC-03190;N;;32.2;0223.091;⿱土⿹𠃌丨;UTCDoc L2/18-288 12;
UTC-03193;N;;87.1;0688.261;⿱爲⿹𠃌丨;UTCDoc L2/18-288 15;
UTC-03195;N;;157.11;1234.201;⿱⿳亠口冖足;UTCDoc L2/18-290 2;Taiwanese: lō
UTC-03198;N;;140.9;1047.671;⿱艹帕;UTCDoc L2/18-290 5;Taiwanese: phè
UTC-03199;N;;140.7;1036.401;⿰艹吐;UTCDoc L2/18-290 6;Taiwanese: puh
UTC-03201;N;;85.1;0603.051;⿰氵都;UTCDoc L2/18-290 8;Taiwanese: tū
UTC-03209;N;;115.8;0855.311;⿰禾斉;UTDDoc L2/19-043;kTraditionalVariant 穧
UTC-03210;N;;29.9;0166.351;⿱叙⿹𠃌丨;UTDDoc L2/19-011;kHangul 산
#
# Proposed (Version 14.0):
UTC-00051;C;U+2B3CB;157.6;1226.091;⿰𧾷乔;ABC2;
UTC-00109;W;;157.8;1227.091;⿰𧾷夆;kMatthews 5046;
UTC-00120;A;U+4DB9;45.0;0304.130;〾屮;DYC 021.310;
UTC-00248;C;U+2B3CE;157.7;1227.091;⿰𧾷𣧄;kSBGY 485.50;
UTC-00328;X;;30.13;0211.121;⿰口隘;kCowles 15*kMeyerWempe 11*kCheungBauerIndex 383.06;
UTC-00383;E;U+2C9DF;157.20;1236.431;⿰𧾷囊;kMeyerWempe 2117*kCowles 2942;
UTC-00394;X;;64.15;0459.201;⿰扌⿱辟力;kMeyerWempe 2339*kCowles 3476;
UTC-00398;X;;86.13;0686.271;⿰火⿱保𧘇;kMeyerWempe 2403*kCowles 3326*kCheungBauerIndex 438.02;
UTC-00418;G;U+3052B;64.13;0459.201;⿰扌頓;kCowles 4331*kMeyerWempe 3012;
UTC-00427;X;;30.16;0213.471;⿰口蕉;kCowles 4582*kMeyerWempe 3397;
UTC-00434;A;U+4211;118.9;0893.291;⿱竹咼;kCowles 5055*kMeyerWempe 3772;
UTC-00450;X;;142.12;1100.321;⿰虫琴;kCowles 1915*kMeyerWempe 1026;
UTC-00455;X;;30.11;0206.201;⿰口⿱𡥅皿;kCowles 2632*kMeyerWempe 1787*kCheungBauerIndex 377.09;
UTC-00470;G;U+3053A;64.16;0462.461;⿰扌篤;kLau 620*kCheungBauerIndex 427.05;
UTC-00475;V;U+947D;167.15;1326.121;⿰金⿱⿰夬夬貝;kLau 1580;
UTC-00476;U;U+947D;167.17;1327.051;⿰金⿱⿰失失貝;kLau 1581;
UTC-00544;G;U+3021D;30.10;0204.111;⿰口孭;kCheungBauerIndex 374.01;
UTC-00550;UK-02637;;30.11;0206.201;⿰口笪;kCheungBauerIndex 375.06;
UTC-00610;U;U+57D7;32.8;0232.181;⿰土歩;kCheungBauerIndex 396.02;
UTC-00748;E;U+2C9B2;157.7;1227.091;⿰𧾷車;kCheungBauerIndex 462.10;
UTC-00749;UK-02870;;157.9;1230.291;⿰𧾷某;kCheungBauerIndex 463.06;
UTC-00750;E;U+2C9C4;157.10;1231.301;⿰𧾷貢;kCheungBauerIndex 463.09;
UTC-00751;E;U+2C9CD;157.11;1232.441;⿰𧾷笛;kCheungBauerIndex 463.12;
UTC-00752;E;U+2C9CE;157.11;1232.441;⿰𧾷竟;kCheungBauerIndex 464.01;
UTC-00753;E;U+2C9CA;157.11;1232.441;⿰𧾷勒;kCheungBauerIndex 464.02;
UTC-00754;E;U+2C9DD;157.20;1236.431;⿰𧾷罌;kCheungBauerIndex 465.05;
UTC-00784;B;U+20C32;30.5;0185.211;⿰口术;kCheungBauerIndex 351.09;
UTC-00810;W;;157.0;;𧾷;WL EF76;
UTC-03190;N;;32.2;0223.091;⿱土⿹𠃌丨 ⿱土𰆊;UTCDoc L2/18-288 12;
UTC-03193;N;;87.10;0688.261;⿱爲⿹𠃌丨 ⿱爲𰆊;UTCDoc L2/18-288 15;
UTC-03195;N;;157.7;1234.201;⿱⿳亠口冖足;UTCDoc L2/18-290 2;Taiwanese: lō
UTC-03198;N;;140.8;1047.671;⿱艹帕;UTCDoc L2/18-290 5;Taiwanese: phè
UTC-03199;N;;140.6;1036.401;⿱艹吐;UTCDoc L2/18-290 6;Taiwanese: puh
UTC-03201;N;;85.10;0603.051;⿰氵都;UTCDoc L2/18-290 8;Taiwanese: tū
UTC-03209;N;;115.8;0855.311;⿰禾斉;UTCDoc L2/19-043;kTraditionalVariant 穧
UTC-03210;N;;29.9;0166.351;⿱叙⿹𠃌丨 ⿱叙𰆊;UTCDoc L2/19-011;kHangul 산
# EOF



# UAX #45 USourceData.txt Additions
# Per L2/20-074, L2/20-093, L2/20-096
UTC-03211;N;;7.6;0087.141;⿱二百;UTCDoc L2/20-074 1;Variant of U+7695
UTC-03212;N;;46.7;0312.301;⿰山赤;UTCDoc L2/20-074 2;Variant of U+212FD
UTC-03213;N;;71.3;0485.271;⿱旡夊;UTCDoc L2/20-074 3;Variant of U+611B
UTC-03214;N;;162.36;1267.411;⿺辶⿳⿲日日日⿲日日日⿲日日日;UTCDoc L2/20-074 4;天橋立 (a place name)
UTC-03215;N;;30.9;201.121;⿰口剋;UTCDoc L2/20-093 1;
UTC-03216;N;;30.11;0206.201;⿰口梃;UTCDoc L2/20-093 2;
UTC-03217;N;;30.12;0209.151;⿰口揼;UTCDoc L2/20-093 3;
UTC-03218;N;;30.16;0213.471;⿰口壁;UTCDoc L2/20-093 4;
UTC-03219;N;;4.5;0083.011;⿸𠂝丶;kFennIndex110.04;kCantonese zung3:kDefinition multitude, crowd, masses, public:kMandarin zhòng:kSemanticVariant U+4F17 U+773E U+8846<kFennIndex U+2C454<kFennIndex
# EOF


